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Business
A Level Course Overview

• Business at A-Level gives students the opportunity to learn how to plan and finance a 
business, how to manage a business, the strategies needed and how a business can adapt 
to changes in the economy. 

• You will learn about leadership, decision making and analysis of the strategic position of a 
business.

• Assessment at A-Level

• There are three papers at A-Level, each of 2hrs duration. Each paper is equal to 33.3% of 
the overall grade.

• Questions vary from multiple choice, short answer questions and longer essay questions 
either with or without a relevant case study.

• Students are encouraged to introduce relevant real world scenarios or cases into their 
responses.
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What’s great about subject at 
Tenison’s Sixth Form?

• Teaching is in a dedicated Business and Economics centre where a range 
of stimulus materials are available to students

• The teaching team are all experienced in business, with careers outside of 
teaching and are able to bring real world experiences from a number of 
industries to the classroom

• We look for opportunities to encourage practical application of the theory 
being learnt through wider school activities
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Opportunities and Successes

• In addition to an entry to University for a wide range of business courses, 
the subject develops useful skills and knowledge for a variety of careers 
including: Banking and Finance, Management  and Accounting, Law, Social 
Work, Nursing, Teaching, Human Resources, Recruitment, Public Relations 
and Marketing.

• Many of our students move on to Business related courses in further 
education such as Business, Business and Marketing, Business and Law 
and Business Management. These will often include placements with real 
businesses as part of the course.

• Increasingly Business students are looking at opportunities for 
apprenticeships following A-Levels in a range of industries which can often 
be combined with a degree course.
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